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The Progress Report is a free, quarterly
publication of the FINAL FRONTIERS
FOUNDATION INC., whose purpose is to
effectively take the Gospel to the more than
three billion souls who have never yet heard it.
Currently we are ministering in over eighty
countries.; many of which are closed to foreign
missionaries. In other countries, work among the various
tribal groups is restricted to national preachers only; thus
they are open to us because of our unique method of
missions.
We believe that the training and subsidizing of national preachers is
the most efficient and effective method of global evangelism. We seek
to raise prayer and financial support from believers in the West, for
God's servants abroad, who are actively involved in church planting and
discipleship.
Selection of those we sponsor is dependent upon their doctrinal
beliefs, need, reputation and ministry experience. We support only those
currently serving in these countries
who are serving by faith, never those who are waiting for a salary in order
to serve. Worldwide, the average preacher in a third-world country needs
as little as only $35.00 - $350.00 each month to support his family and ministry.
All those subsidized through this foundation are involved in church planting. Their various outreach ministries include: Bible translation and
distribution, radio and television broadcasting, camps, Bible schools, outdoor and film evangelism, educational and health programs, handicap and
leper ministries, orphan and children's ministries, etc. The Foundation receives its funding from individuals, churches, etc. who choose to select and
support a specific preacher, project or child under the Foundation’s oversight or give general donations allowing the funds to be used where and as
needed.
Current ministries available for support are listed on page 23:
Most of these have articles within each issue of the Progress Report dedicated to their purpose and to provide accountability for those who support
those causes.
Executive Board of Directors:
FINAL FRONTIERS, a non-profit, religious corporation, was founded by Jon Nelms in 1987, and is governed by those serving on the Executive
Board of Directors: Rev. Jon Nelms (Chairman), Rev. Daniel Nelms (President), Rev. Gene Carpenter (Vice President), Rev. Michael Horne
(Secretary), Rev. Don Prosser, Mr. Ralph Wills, Rev. Steve Ware, and Rev. Anthony Lamb. Further council is provided by those serving on the
national Boards of Advisors. Contributions and gifts to this ministry are tax-deductible and are applied to the ministry's evangelistic outreach. FINAL
FRONTIERS is classified as a 509 (a)(1) public foundation, under section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Annual copies of the ministry's 990
form are available online or upon request by contacting the home office.
International Offices/Directors:
International offices are maintained in every country of service for accountability purposes and are staffed by national and regional coordinators
who are approved by the Executive Board of Directors. Parallel oversight of many regions is provided by our Directors of Expansion. These Directors
are staff missionaries who are particularly knowledgeable of their region of the world and are responsible for finding and approving national preachers
who meet our qualifications and are in need of support. Missionaries from various boards often fill these positions for us based upon their knowledge,
experience and location on site.
Contact Information:
For further information concerning this ministry and its various programs, or to schedule a speaker for your church or mission conference, please
contact our home office:
Final Frontiers Foundation
1200 Peachtree St.
Louisville, GA 30434 USA

Telephone:
Email:

(706) 955-4916 or (800) 522-4324
webmaster@finalfrontiers.org

Legal:
“Final Frontiers” is a registered trademark of the Final Frontiers Foundation. “Touch A Life” is a partner ministry and a registered 501 C3 administered
by the Final Frontiers Foundation. Other ministry subsidiaries such as Daily Bread, Bags of Hope, Smugglers, High Calling, Power Pack, etc. are also
administered by the Final Frontiers Foundation and are accountable to the Executive Board of Directors. 990s are compiled annually as are Certified
Financial Statements, by an outside CPA firm and made available upon request or visible online at www.guidestar.com.

C o ve r Ph o to ...
Date:

c. 1994

Location: Huehuetenango,
Guatemala
Subject: Jon Nelms crosses
a torrential river on a swinging
bridge as he goes off to find
preachers to support. At this
time Final Frontiers was operating in Asia and beginning its
move into the Central American countries.
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This is a story that was first told in our July/August 2003 Progress Report. We share it again here for all our new readers and
partners and as an illustration to demonstrate how we find the
preachers we support.
In each country, as we go to find preachers who are qualified
and consistent in church planting, there are trials we must endure
and adventures we always enjoy.
While we enjoy remembering this story and sharing with you,
we must apologize that the photos are all of low quality due to the
errors made while digitizing them. Unfortunately after doing so the
company disposed of the originals before verifying the quality.

Final Frontiers Foundation

Jon and Nolin Nelms
JNELMS@FINALFRONTIERS.ORG
800-522-4324 EXT.110
706-955-4916 EXT.110

As usual, we have far more material than we have room to
print so as you go through this issue, let me highlight some
stories you will not want to miss.
As you read this, my wife Nolin and I are in Honduras
hosting about 10 church groups that are coming down for our
Visionary Trips. Every year I hear from pastors who say they
want to bring a group down but forgot to contact me in time to
find out how to go about doing so. May I suggest you stop right
now, pick out a potential week for next summer, and send me
an email. Just be aware that we schedule our weeks to run
from Thursday to Thursday. These are life changing trips that
are customized for the needs and ages of the people in your
group. We are hear to serve you, so come on down and see
what you've been reading about.
Along those lines, Page 7 has some brief updates of what
the preachers we are helping this summer in
Honduras were up to, before we even arrived.
Also there is information about our upcoming
Page 7
Golf Tournament in Augusta GA. We are asking
for businesses and churches to sponsor holes
(whatever that means) so if you know what I’m
talking about please help us out. I won’t be
playing but I’ll be glad to carry your bag for you.

On page 16 is more information about our Touch a Life
ministry in Ukraine. Lori Enskaya writes: “Soccer is huge in
Europe. Our older TAL boys like to come to church to watch
the games together. Two of the older boys, Max and Vladik,
are our meat pie experts. They fry them up for everyone who
comes. It is a great opportunity to invite a friend and break
down some cultural barriers about Evangelical Christians in this
part of the world. Thank you for supporting the Lord's work at
TAL Ukraine!”
On page 19 there is a short article about Tim Posey and
Keith Penny conducting several pastors' seminars in southern
and northern Honduras. This is a photo of Tim with a group of
our supported preachers in the region of Santa Barbara and
Copan. All these men are pastors and church planters, but

even church planters need a boost from time to time and that is
exactly what Tim’s teaching provides. Our preachers all over
Honduras are recharged now to go out and start more churches.
We also have two articles written by our newest
representative, missionary and filmmaker, Joshua Martyn.
(pictured below with my son Daniel) Josh writes a lot of our
scripts and produces most all of our films. In the last year he has
gone to Peru, Bhutan and Guatemala. Last month he returned
from teaching and filming in
Ethiopia, Kenya and Uganda. On
June 2 we sent him for six weeks to
all the groups we work with in India.
Then God willing in November and
December, he will be with me in
Thailand, Cambodia, Laos and
Myanmar. He is a dedicated and
gifted servant of God with a skill in
producing mission films that are
stirring and educational. Be sure to
check them out and if you Like us
on our Final Frontiers or Touch a
Life Facebook pages, you'll get
notifications of each one as they are
completed.
For those of you who are
interested in our ministry philosophy, methods and reason for
existence, we have dedicated the rest of the Progress Report. I
hope it will be a blessing for you to learn about what we are
doing around the world, the number of souls being saved and
churches being started.
This being our 30th anniversary, we try to take our readers
with us on short walks down memory lane. In this issue I will take
you back to Guatemala with me and share the story of my first
visit there around 1993. I am so proud of the men we support
there (and everywhere) and for all they have accomplished with
your help and for the Lord’s glory. Keep us in your prayers.
Yours for souls,
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A Policy Explanation …

Why our ministry model is to support
the national church planters.
Going though some old files as I moved into my new office, I
came across the following report. It was, I believe, written by
Gordon Daam in December 1999. Gordon was at that time a
ministry representative for Final Frontiers, specializing in Africa.
He has since gone on to work for other missions organizations
and continues to be highly active in missions work to this day.
At the time of his writing he had just returned from a trip to
several African nations on our behalf; checking in on the men
we supported and finding new groups for us to work with.
Doomsday was, the news speculated, only a month away.
All the computers in the world were about to crash, having
been programed to accept a two-digit date format for years rather than the four-digit (‘99 rather than 1999). Bill Gates would
takeover the world unless Steve Jobs beat him to it, and citizens
had their basements filled with food, water and ammunition.
They were just waiting for the starving and unprepared masses
that would gather outside their front doors with battering rams
and torches. Or, was it zombies. I don’t remember.
Anyway, we all survived the birth of the new millennium and
what Gordon wrote regarding the advantages of supporting national preachers, has survived equally as well. I want to share
his report with you but as you read, remember it is sixteen years
old and that before working with us, Gordon and his wife had
served as traditional missionaries in Africa. It was that experience that drew him to our ministry, seeing first hand the value of
the national preachers. But then as now, some people are taken
back by our fantastic reports of the numbers being saved and
the scores of new churches being started. Gordon wrote this
piece to offer a plausible explanation.

Many readers still find it hard to believe the statistics printed
every month on the back page of the Progress Report. (At that
time it was a monthly publication about half the size of today.) If
they would accompany me on one of my trips to Africa, like
Thomas, they would never question again. Seeing is believing.
The biggest reason is simply that an American greenback
goes a long way in most third world countries. I recently returned from Uganda where the annual per capita income is
$250. In the USA the annual income is $21,100 (Source: Operational Word, 1993 edition) Just using round numbers we make
100 times as much as someone in Uganda. Put another way,
the Ugandan pastor knows how to live on 1% of what we think
we need. When a pastor in Africa gets $50 a month, its like you
getting $5,000. What kind of ministry could you fund with that? I
could do a lot, and so does the African pastor.
The second and not so obvious reason why small amounts
can make such a difference is the encouragement factor. No
where have I seen this more evident than in western Kenya,
where Final Frontiers support has lit a fire under the pastors. A
fine mission with a fine missionary has been working there for
decades and has accomplished the planting of 30-40 churches.
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The Kenyan pastors were well trained but struggling to live on the
offerings from their poor churches.
Since Final Frontiers started supporting the pastors six years
ago, the number of churches has jumped to twenty-five. The difference the support makes is empowering the pastors. Their
dreams now seem possible. They are honored that someone in
the great country of America cares enough to send them the
princely sum of $50. They don’t have to hitch hike or get the missionary for a ride to the next village in order to conduct open air
meetings. They can buy their own bicycle or bus ticket. Actually
they have gone beyond that and formed evangelistic associations
with other supported pastors and bought sound systems, keyboards, tracts and suitcases. This impresses the lay people who
want to join the team.
Just as I was leaving in November, fifteen churches in Eldoret,
Kenya were cooperating in an evangelistic effort for Pastor Joseph Kungu. 50 to 100 people were canvassing the neighborhoods by day. The night time services had lights, amplified sound
and evangelistic films purchased by Final Frontiers funding. The
first night crowd was 500 with 35 saved. By the last night there
were over 1,000 in attendance.
There are several less obvious reasons why Final Frontiers
can honestly report such impressive numbers for souls saved and
baptized and churches being started. First, our method is very
efficient. All the money sent overseas goes where it can do the
most good - into the hands of committed pastors. Final Frontiers
has never sent costly North American missionaries. We don’t set
up offices, schools, hospitals or airstrips. In fact we don’t own or
even rent a single building or vehicle in all of Africa.
Next, there are so many opportunities in Africa that Final Frontiers can be picky. We work in the countries most receptive to the
gospel. We can pick only the best organizations in those countries
and only the best pastors in those organizations.
Finally, the numbers we report are only from the preachers we
support but they still represent a cooperative effort. In some cases
our pastors efforts are being enhanced by missionaries who have
their own funding. In most cases, lay church members assist their
pastors in his evangelistic outreach. For the price of a bus ticket or
a meal paid from his support, a pastor can get a team to accompany him for street meetings or door to door visitation. The pastor
then reports to us the fruit which is really from a team effort.
In conclusion, by supporting a Final Frontiers pastor in Africa,
those funds are concentrated on the most effective front line workers and also multiplied because the contributor is not just supporting a pastor but an entire evangelistic team.
In this issue you will be reminded how tools affect the spread
of the Gospel and see photos of a recent pastors conference in
Eldoret with this same group, and see how with your support they
have grown from a dozen to more than 200 pastors. You can see
a video of this conference at : https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Lk-8YR3LYhI

Final Frontiers Foundation

Every quarter, those who support a preacher ($50 monthly) or TEAM of preachers ($20 monthly) receive a personal
two-page report verifying the receipt of their support and showing how it was used. It is then recorded into our data
files for public viewing. Here is a recent sample; reduced to one page. (For more information see page 23.)

MISSIONARY REPORT FORM - January through March 2016
Final Frontiers Foundation:

Telephone: 706-955-4916

National Preacher’s Name:
Country:
Today’s Date:

Fax: 706-262-2894

Email: letters@finalfrontiers.org

Marcel Isaac Saidi
Democratic Republic of Congo
May 8, 2016

In the last four months:
1. Have you been involved in starting any new churches?
2.

Have you evangelized any new villages?

3.

How many have been saved by your witness and/or preaching?

4.

How many have been baptized?

no
yes
60
27

If so how many?
If so how many?

0
6

Please share your prayer request with your Ministry Partner.

Please pray for us and with us about:
 The purchasing of a piece of land for the church.
 Wisdom and guidance in leadership.
 Discipleship and new outreaches.
 Financial provision for my family and that of the other pastors.
List three specific ministry activities that you have been involved with recently.

1. Missions trips to our targeted areas.
2. Training of Pastors and missionaries.
3. Preaching and teaching.
Praise report — Please share the testimonies of what God is doing in your ministry and/or life.

God is doing a great work as He moves in people’s lives here in the Congo. There is much to say but one thing that
touches my heart during these last 3 months is the life of one of our young men called Roys. This guy saw God,
the Bible and the church and all Christians as his enemies. Drugs, alcohol and all kinds of social misbehaviors
were his daily bread for life. After preaching to him about the awaiting love of God and His saving grace, he accepted. Today he is a great and anointed evangelist, witnessing to anyone who comes on his way. His life is
transformed now and our testimony for this man is PRAISE GOD. AMEN!
What are your overall goals for the next four months?

1. If God provides we pray to buy a piece of land to build our church on.
2. We are attempting to reach 4 villages in the Province of Bas Congo.
3. We want to organize a Bible Seminar that will gather more than 300 people.
How is your family? Or have your spouse/child(ren) write to your Ministry Partner.

My family is under a great financial challenge meanwhile my son Jeesis Quincy is very sick. Please keep us in
your prayers.
Please tell you Ministry Partner how grateful you are for their help and sacrifice. Tell them how you used the funds they sent to
you.

I am very grateful to God for your support of love through finances. What you give us really helps us in many
details. I used some money to help the orphans that live in my house and some to help with the church needs and
some to help my family with our personal needs. All in all, I say Thank You!
5
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The Timothy Project
Support for the Timothy Project is just $10 monthly whereas support for a full time preacher is $50 monthly. These funds help the
school provide the curriculum and living needs of the Timothys such as food, clothing and transportation to the churches they are
starting. If this seems like a worthwhile and an eternally productive investment to you, then perhaps you would consider being a $10
or more, monthly sponsor of The Timothy Project.

During this time of year we all think back to our days in college, remembering the ivy covered walls, the lecterns and lectures but most of all, the friendships forged for a lifetime. For
some such musings resurrect memories of victories on the football fields and for others defeat on their report cards. Strangely,
few of us remember learning much of anything that has been
even remotely useful in life after college (or maybe it’s just me).
The bright red tassel on my graduation cap has long since faded to a dusty pink and the crisp graduation certificate has …
has … well I don’t know what has
become of it. I don’t remember
where I put it.
For others, memories of college remind them of a time when
they had first come to Christ.
They were zealous to learn more
about the One who had given His
all for them. They didn’t have
desks and libraries, in fact, even
the Bibles they read from were
not printed in their language but
in that of the host country where
their tribe lived. But how sweet
the memories are.
In this photo, which was taken
circa 1988, you can see four
young men of the Akha tribe. One
is strumming a guitar and another
is writing an assignment while the
other two enjoy a moment on the
porch of this bamboo dormitory.
The walls are not made of
brick or stone but of bamboo that
has been scored vertically, then
split apart, flattened and woven
together. Even the floor is made
of the same material. The roof is
straw or palm branches, piled on thick enough to ensure that the monsoon rains flow
off the roof rather than through it.
There is no smell of a locker room but rather of the pigs and
dogs that sleep below their floor which provide a unique fragrance that the students would probably love to forget.
Here they learned to study the Bible and memorize Scripture. Here they learned to evangelize and write sermon outlines.
Here they made friendships, endured suffering, went hungry,
traversed muddy trails in deep jungles. It was their few years
here that they learned to cross a river without attracting the
crocodiles and how to protect themselves from tigers at night
and cobras in the day. Here they learned how to share the Gospel in their own language and in multiple others. Here they began to know Him and the power of His resurrection. And from
here they went on to evangelize, plant churches and train other
men for the ministry. But where is “here”?
Here is in a thousand institutes located around the world
where men who have “done it” teach those who want to do it.
They did not come for honors or degrees, they came to reproduce themselves in the lives of young men who will carry on
long after they are gone. Young men who will grow into old men
and repeat the discipleship process until our Lord comes back.
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You who are reading this may have been blessed like me, to
have attended a formal school, but the reason you are reading
this is because on a porch like this one, somewhere on the other
side of the world, nearly two thousand years ago, a veteran
preacher, rich in the knowledge of the Word and experienced in
the work of the ministry, a man named Ananias, sat down for
weeks or months and trained a young, overly zealous preacher
named Paul, who was staying in the home of a disciple named
Judas, in Damascus. When he could teach him no more he sent

him with his friend Barnabas from Antioch, a man who was
equally experienced in the Word but even more so in the work,
to take this young student on a journey where they evangelized,
won souls and started several churches. In time the student surpassed his instructor and old Barnabas sought out other young
men to teach. Paul, in turn, took what he had been taught and
duplicated it all over Asia Minor and Greece. His army of disciples imitated his work and eventually two, a husband and wife
team named Aquila and Priscilla, discipled a young and promising student from Alexandria who became the great Apollos.
The bright red tassels of history have turned dusty pink hiding
the trail from that point to the present, but the existence of our
faith tells us that the pattern has been faithfully repeated over
and over until this Good News finally reached you and I; and
now it rests in our hands to do likewise. In this our modern age,
you can train whom you desire “here”, and at the same time,
through support of our Timothy Project, you can fund the
training of young men all over the world. After all, in another two
thousand years if man is still here, then men will still need to
know the Good News. It must not end with our generation. Help
us fund the training of more men. And just as we are thankful
that past generations were faithful, someday many will be glad
ours was as well.

Final Frontiers Foundation

Email Update
If we don’t have your email address you are missing out on so much.
Send it to letters@finalfrontiers.org

Visionary Trips
“Lift up your eyes and look”

Here are some excerpts from recent letters sent by some of our
preachers who serve in the area of Cantarranas in Honduras
where our Visionary Trips are based.
Santos Abundino Cerrato Pineda (Bartolo) …
I praise God for using me in taking His message home by home
and being able to accomplish part of the great mission. Your support helped me buy food for my family and I owed 600 Lempira for
my electricity (about $27) and thanks to your support I was able to
get rid of the debt.
Juan de la Cruz Avilez Gusman (Cantarranas) …
We have received new professions of faith and God has provided
employment for three of our ladies. We had a conference at Berea
Baptist and Brother Tim Posey has helped us to sustain our children's ministry by his blessings and a conference where he taught
us. Your help is appreciated and gives support for the needs of the
church.

This September marks our 30 year anniversary of stumbling upon the concept of supporting national church planters. And it all began in
Thailand.
I am hosting a trip back to where it all began
in November/December and would love for you
to come along. While on this trip we will ...




Jorge Luis Cerrato Varela (Bartolo) …
We share with our neighbors how great God has been for us because He healed my father. First he lost one leg and then the other was getting infected but I’m telling you God is bei and He
healed him for the Glory of God. My wife and I go out to evangelize and we go to Brother Tim’s seminars for the pastors. I need to
buy a commentary and a book on the customs of Middle East so I
can apply properly the Word of God. I beg your prayers for me so
that our ministry becomes stronger.






Jorge Fidel Aguilar Benites (Cofradia) …
I have been serving in Cofradi and Zarzal and in a Campo Blanco
in the south and we want to consolidate all three churches. Some
brothers have told me how God has changed their lives since they
accepted Him. I am infinitely grateful for the offerings you sent me.
I was able to visit Guozular village for which I have to walk about
three hours to get there. We now have a congregation there of 33
brothers and 130 children.

Visit with some of our first preachers and
see what they have accomplished over the
years.
For those who want to and have the time,
we will also go into Myanmar and Cambodia
and to the border of Laos. From there you’ll
be only 60 miles from China.
I’ll introduce you to the various customs,
both national and tribal and take you into
many rural and tribal villages.
We'll visit tribal children’s home sponsored
by Touch A Life
Have rickshaw races and enjoy the food and
fellowship and let you see things you never
knew existed.

Apart from your roundtrip ticket to Bangkok,
Thailand, a two week trip should run you
around$1000 each. Let me know if you’re interested. Dates: anytime from Nov. 19 to Dec. 19.
Duration recommended 10 days to 2 weeks.

Starting a Tradition ...
Final Frontiers / Touch A Life Golf Tournament
Forest Hills Golf Course in Augusta, GA
Friday, September 23, 2016






Register by 8:30 - Shotgun start at 9 AM
4 man captain’s choice
$100 includes prizes, play and range balls
Buffet lunch.
Sponsor a hole for $50.

For reservations: 800.522.4324 ext.110

Not at the Masters but for the Master.
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See reports and international viewing location on our website:
www.thepowerpack.org

By Daniel Nelms
What is it that makes the PowerPack such an incredible ministry and ministry tool?



Is it the price that includes the most advanced, state of the art
equipment like the double-sided collapsible (and bendable)
screen (see photo on the following page), the tiny, 150 lumen projector cube, the flexible, roll-up solar panel, the battery-charging cook stove, or maybe the dozen or more components that all included, costs and weighs far less than that
of our competitors?



Is it the patent pending amplifier I invented that allows you to
project the film, play recorded music, plug in a keyboard, and
use three microphones all at the same time; all while projecting the films on the nearly ten foot diagonal screen so that
people half a football field away can clearly see and hear the
Gospel?



Is it the fact that the original
unit can all be fit into a single backpack and the Micro PowerPack,
which has less equipment and is
designed for home and school
showings fits into a fanny pack?



Is it the convenience that you
no longer need a six man team to
transport a film projector, generator,
cables and a PA system. Nor do
you need a truck or four-wheeldrive vehicle to transport it? All you
need is one man since the largest,
most equipped and heaviest unit we
have is only around 35 lbs.
No, as beneficial as those things
are (and the list goes on and on),
what that makes the PowerPack so
great is not what it is or how it
works but what it accomplishes.
Our director in northern Nigeria, Adewale Adesina sent us this
photograph of one of his Timothys who has recently joined their
film evangelism team. He is carrying the complete PowerPack on
his back Adewale wrote to us on March 27 saying …
Elson my co-laborer and our Seminary student at PBC&S in
Abuja is taking the Powerpack for use this week. Praise God this
evangelistic tool has been used twice since my return from east
Africa and Madagascar. It has been used far more than 100 times
both at home (Nigeria) and abroad. This times of usage has
brought the number of people who watched a film and heard the
gospel to over 15,000 with over 8,000 recorded saved.
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He mentioned returning from Madagascar. When he traveled
there he took the PowerPack with him to use
it in church planting
and evangelism in that
nation. While there he
wrote to us the following …
I, along with Bro.
Scotty, showed the
Jesus film today and
preached to over 450
people in the village of
Sambana in Madagascar. (see photo at right)
Well over 300 souls
from about 6 different
villages came to Christ
today in salvation. I
experienced something
unique that I have never attempted with the
Powerpack before in
that I showed the film
and preached twice to
two groups of people
because we could not
fit everybody in a room
so we had two batches
of watchers. It has
been raining almost
every night in the villages so we decided to
show the film in the
afternoon using a class
room. Showing the film
twice allowed all to see
the film and heard the
Gospel. Many of these
villagers walked distances to watch and
hear preaching. Thank
God for the Powerpack!
As you can see, the
appreciation for the
PowerPacks can only
be matched by the
yearning of both missionaries and national
preachers to have
more units available for
their use. The world
map shows where we
have deployed units
and more tragically,
where we have not. My
dad says that, with
thirty-eight years experience as a church
planter, he knows of no
greater tool in breaking
ground for the Gospel
to be preached and a
new church started
than this. I pray many
of you will help us build
and deploy even more,
to the glory of our Lord.

As of May 11, 2016:
PowerPacks in use:
Attendance:
Salvations:
Churches Started:

29
255,432
87,427
193

Based on the purchase of these
units, the …

cost per person viewing is
$0.34
cost per salvation is
$1.00
cost per new church is
$450.77
Each full PowerPack costs
$2,950.00
Each PowerPack Micro costs
$999.95
For information on what’s
included and how you can
purchase one for a missionary
or national preacher/film team,
visit our website at

March 11, 2016
Sambana
Attendance:
Saved:

450
300

March 11, 2016
Amboanjobe
Attendance:
Saved:

250
200

www.PowerPack.world
Now, enjoy a closer look at
several random showings
highlighted at right.

February 23, 2016
Nueva Rosario, Peru
Attendance:
160
Saved:
28

March 30, 2016
Mangu, Nigeria
Attendance:
430
Saved:
90
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The Conundrums of
Missions
A conundrum is defined as “a confusing and difficult problem or question”.
Every problem has a surface cause and a surface solution. In this series we hope to peel back the layers that will
reveal not only the problem but also the cause, the root causes, the possible solutions and the steps to resolve it.

# 13

What do churches/church members think missionaries do; and what do they do?

By Jon Nelms

Everyone has their own idea of what Heaven is really like …
and we are all wrong. Alter all, according to the Bible, the mind
of man cannot even imagine what God has prepared for us.
Everyone has their own idea of what a pastor’s daily life and
routine is like. Most people think pastors only work on Sunday
and Wednesday nights. They have no concept of what his position requires and the hours spent in study, counseling, visitation
and witnessing; not to mention carefully overseeing a legal corporation, a body of believers and the properties they own.
Likewise, everyone has their own idea of what the life and
daily routine of a missionary is like. What I have learned after
thirty years as a missionary (and almost ten prior to that as a
pastor) can be accurately (and typically, though not in all cases
of course) summed up in this statement … Pastors do far more
actual “work” than their members realize and Missionaries do
far less “work” than their supporters imagine.
Now before you tar and feather me, give me a moment to
explain and please remember … I AM A MISSIONARY.
Pause for a moment, close your eyes and visualize in your
mind what you think a missionary looks like and does.



Is he an average looking guy or some kind of a ministry
super hero?



Is he dressed in a suit and tie or wearing kakis and a sports
shirt?



What’s on his head, a baseball cap or a mosquito-netted,
pith helmet?



What's in his hand, a smart phone or a machete?



Where does he sleep, on a bed or cot?



How does he travel, in an SUV or on foot?



Is he preaching all day, every day or only on Sunday and
Wednesday?



Is he out starting new churches/congregations or just pastoring an established church with the same congregation?



Are his evenings spent in Bible study and discipleship or on
Netflix and relaxation?



Does he eat hamburgers and pizza or monkey brains and
roasted dog?



Has he witnessed to every family on his street or does he
not even know the name of all the neighbors living around
him?
Before you get defensive and go on the attack, let me
request, in the words of the great pastor, R.G. Lee; “Don't get
mad, I’m just asking.”
If you’re like most Christians who grew up in church - based
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on your experiences attending missions conferences and your
pastor’s sermons - a missionary is likely either to fit into the image of one extreme or the other. And if you are one of the few
who have spent time on a short term missions trip and you still
have the lesser of the two visions, then we as missionaries are
really in trouble. After all, if churches are supporting us to “go into
all the world” and we are not even going into our own neighborhoods, then what impetus remains for churches to continue our
support? The quick answer is “none”.
The truth is no one can study all day, preach every evening
then pray all night and last for more than a week or two. It reminds me of the man who preached, “Let’s stand shoulder to
shoulder, back to back, look each other square in the eyes and
march forward for the Lord”. It sounds great; but it’s impossible to
do. Well, missionaries are people too and have all the limitations
any other human has; yet we are called on and expected to accomplish more each day than others dream of accomplishing in a
lifetime, simply because we are missionaries.
So, what do you think missionaries do? Again, that depends
on the individual missionary. In my book, The Great Omission I
tell this story ...
In 1992 I spoke at a church in Londonderry, NH. I was the key
note speaker for the week and each evening while I tried to motivate the members to support missions, various other missionaries were downstairs teaching the children about missions and
their personal ministries. During the closing service of the conference the pastor called all the boys and girls to the platform to tell
what they had learned about missionaries that week. When the
question was asked, “What do missionaries do?” I pulled out my
pen to take notes which I still have the note to this day. The response from the children was three-fold. Missionaries, they said,



Kill snakes



Work in the garden



Don’t get enough people to come to church
Their impression was certainly wrong, though beautifully
illustrated by twenty kids with crayons, but what was more wrong,
and devastating to the cause of Christ and missions, is that the
missionaries they had listened to every night from Sunday
through Friday had given them that impression. Keep in mind that
was twenty-four years ago. Those “kids” are now thirty to forty
years old with kids of their own. Has that been their life-long impression of what a missionary is and does? Is that what they
have taught their children about missions?
We do kill snakes if necessary, we do work in the garden,
weather permitting and we often don’t get enough people to
come to church. But is that who we are?
Some missionaries work tirelessly, plant numerous churches,
train scores of young men to be preachers and pastor several
churches at the same time. They attempt much and accomplish
much. Others “study” all day in their air conditioned, home office
and pastor a little church of twenty people that was started by
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someone else when that missionary was himself, still a toddler.
They attempt little and accomplish even less.
I encourage all churches to establish a committee of missionsminded, intelligent people and task them to develop a missions
policy for your church. A policy that is approved by the pastor and
understood by the members, a policy that will guide you in what
type of ministry you support, what type of missionary you support
and how you hold them accountable.
How do you get started on such a project? Go to the members
of your church and ask them the same question I asked … “What
do you think missionaries do?” or better still, “What do you think a
missionary should be doing and why do you think that?” None of
us can live up to the expectations of every person in every
church, but there are practical things the Bible reveals that a missionary should be involved with, if not every day, at least routinely. If a missionary is fulfilling those functions and the work is not
growing, find out why. If for example a missionary says he goes
soul winning every week for five hours but rarely has anyone
converted, then ask why? Here are some possible reasons:



His area of service is extremely difficult, such as France or
England where so many are atheists. [see if you can help
him find some effective tracts or other tools]



He is using non-culturally acceptable methods such as
knocking on doors. In some cultures it is rude to do that. In
others the wife will never open the door if her husband is not
home as doing so would spoil her reputation. [suggest he
speak to the national pastors and ask them how they do it]



He dresses like a Mormon and the people have been warned
to avoid them. If you look closely, we as Baptist look just like
Mormons with one exception; we have the same pants, shirt,
tie and hair cut. We even carry the same KJV Bible. What we
don’t have is a name tag. [suggest he dress more casually,
like the locals do so as not to give a threatening appearance
or an even opulent appearance]
Though it sounds silly, the solution to non-productivity could
actually be as simple as, take a bath, use deodorant, spray on
some cologne and a suck on a breath mint.
Analyzing the productivity and methods of your supported
missionaries is not an issue of you over here, telling the missionary over there, what to do and how to do it. Don’t present yourself
as his master, possessing a superior knowledge of his situation
which you cannot possibly have, but rather as a partner offering
concern and possible solutions.
It is not an issue of the missionary being a failure by not living
up to your inexperienced expectations, rather it is an issue of you
determining what you expect from the missionaries you support
and following up to see if they are meeting your expectations.
As you adapt this policy, future missionaries will know what
you expect and have the opportunity to reject your support if they
feel they cannot comply. Current missionaries should of course
be given time to adjust their schedule and activity (or lack thereof) to meet your newly pronounced expectations. Remember, he
is on the field partially because of the verbal contract you made
to support him. If you are changing your requirements for support, then ethically you should fulfill your committed term of support before punishing him for non-compliance. Again though, be
practical and be willing to listen and learn from what he tells you.
Ask The Holy Spirit to guide you in determining if his responses
are questions or confusion and if his explanations are reasons or
excuses. Remember, you cannot expect a man to go soul winning 24 hours a day. Even the Lord took time off to read and to
rest.
The truth is, if we want to educate our members and our children about the work of missionaries, then we need to know what
they actually do; not what we imagine they do.

If you have a conundrum that you would like addressed,
email me … jnelms@finalfrontiers.org

Questions your missions
committee should consider
What does the bible teach a missionary
should do ?
If you read the scriptures concerning Paul’s ministry you will
have the most concise illustration given. In short Paul:
 Worked on a team that included men who were his perceived equal (Barnabas and Silas)
 Worked with a team of men who were considered to be
his disciples - always learning, always emulating
 He planted churches but may have never pastored one,
with the most obvious exception of Corinth, which actually had two churches, Corinth Upper and Corinth Lower.
 Turned churches over to his disciples and the trained
men in the churches then moved on to start more
churches
 Taught by doctrine and day to day example and ministry.
 Did not rely on support (but likely accepted it). He went
where he was led, when he was led and if support was
lacking he went anyway and worked with his hands to
provide both for himself and his team.
 He reported his activity to his friends, his disciples, the
churches he started and supporters. With Facebook and
email, there is no justification for not reporting regularly.

What do we expect a missionary to do ?
We are speaking here of Activity. His primary function is to
win souls, disciple converts, plant a church and train others
to take over. Then he is to move on and repeat that process,
taking some with him and sending others out with their own
teams. Anything else (social ministries) should be either for
personal, financial survival or to benefit the primary function.

What do we expect a missionary to be ?
We are speaking here of Qualifications.
 Don’t lift up a novice. That is a clear commandment.
Make sure the missionary has some experience in ministry already. If he has never started a church here, in
his own land, why do you think he can start one in another land with a different language and different culture?
 Does he meet the Biblical requirements for a preacher?
In the past missionaries were often thought of as inept
preachers; that is to say, they were going overseas to
preach because no church would tolerate their inabilities
here. Missionaries would be our best, not our worst.
They are going to war (spiritually) and should be adequately trained and proven.
 Does he have a skill to fall back on if necessary? Paul
was able to literally “set up shop” wherever he went and
have daily, all day access to customer and shop owners
to whom he could witness and where others could find
him if they had questions. This allowed him to meet and
disciple Aquila and Priscilla who later did likewise with
Apollos.

How do we expect a missionary to be accountable ?
We are speaking here of Reporting. He should be like a:
 Politician, always ready to talk about what he is doing
 Pastor, realizing the truth will always be revealed.
 Publisher, refusing credit for what others have done and
not claim their accomplishments as his own.
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FINDING PREACHERS
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There is a detailed and lengthy process we have developed in finding preachers to support in order to verify they are both worthy and needy based on our qualifications for funding. This is the story of how we
first learned about and met the preachers we have long served in Guatemala.

By Jon Nelms

I am often asked how we find the men we support. Most
people think that is the hardest part of doing our ministry but in
reality, it is the easiest. Every pastor knows how common it is to
get requests from preachers overseas in need of support. (We
get them daily.) Some are genuine and some are scams. The
hard part is not in finding them but in vetting them and
establishing a long-term relationship. It requires a great deal of
time and funding for travel as well as investigation, legally,
economically, doctrinally, etc. The “older” we get as a ministry
the easier this is to accomplish because we have developed an
incredible network of investigators worldwide and have
established, credible accountability procedures that have been
copied by dozens of like-purposed ministries.
We have never been in a rush to move ahead. I have always
said that I would rather do our research up front then to be
embarrassed down the road. After all, credibility and trust is all
we have. If that is compromised then there is no reason for you
to help us do what we were created to do.
During this, our thirtieth anniversary, I thought I would share
with the you story of how we found preachers in need in a
certain country and then show you what long-term support has
meant for their ministries. To do that, I chose to introduce you to
our work in the country of Guatemala. It all started with a letter
from a friend; the Spanish pastor of a supporting church in
Florida. He wrote ...
“I have some friends in Guatemala who are pastors and are
extremely poor. They have started a lot of churches. They meet
your requirements for support and I am sure they could use your
help.”
This was the first I had ever heard of national preachers in
Guatemala. Sure, I knew they existed but I didn’t have any
contacts there to serve as a referral. Now I was getting a first
hand report from a brother in Florida named Marvin. He told me
that he had recently visited with them and was impressed by
their dedication and production in the ministry. At the time Marvin
was pastoring a Spanish congregation in Southern Florida and
was concerned that all Latin people should be exposed to the
truth of the Gospel. Several weeks later, I was at the Miami
airport waiting at the gate for Marvin. I had actually held up the
plane by not getting on. I knew that Marvin was coming, but his
bad back was making it difficult for him to get to the terminal;
besides, if I left without him what would I do? I didn’t know the
people we were going to see or how to talk with them. I needed
Marvin. Finally the stewardess was about to close the door of the
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access leading to the plane when Marvin came limping up. What
a relief.
From Miami to Guatemala City was a two hour flight but by
the time we got out of the airport it was already getting dark. I
had rented a Suzuki Samurai, expecting to be traveling with
Marvin and his contact Lazaro Lopez; imagine my surprise when
I learned that Lazaro had brought with him his son and three
pastors. The seven of us crowded into a car made for four,
along with all the luggage, and decided that we would stop for
supper before beginning the eleven hour drive to our first
meeting in the city of Huehuetenango (pronounced way-way-tenango). I wanted to make this a special meal for these men so I
asked if there was anything in particular they wanted. They
decided they wanted pizza because they had heard of it and
were curious what it tasted like.
As we ate our meal, and having always been interested in
history and archeology, I asked if they knew anything about the
ancient Mayan culture that had ruled their region. They all shook
their heads positively which amazed me. I thought at the time
that the Mayan civilization had been extinct for a thousand
years. One of them corrected me by replying that the Maya still
existed as a tribe and a culture, just no longer as an empire.
Excitedly I asked, “Do you know any Maya?” to which he replied
“yes, all of us are Maya, only our sub group is called
‘Mam’ (pronounced maam).” Needless to say, Marvin got a big
kick out of the conversation and the revelation of my ignorance.
Along
the
road
to
Huehuetenango and close to
midnight, we encountered a
horrible rain storm. Before
long much of the highway
was covered in mud and
boulders larger than our
rental car, I heard strange
noises coming from above
and glanced up in time to see
more huge boulders tumbling
from the mountain tops
above us. At one point I had
to actually slam on the
brakes to keep from being
hit. I couldn’t go forward, I
couldn’t go backwards and I
couldn’t stay where I was. I
wondered which would be
better, being crushed or
being knocked off the road into
the ravine hundreds of feet below us. I decided to go for it, and
for a moment I seemed to be transferred into a computer game. I
just floored the gas pedal and went swerving right and left
dodging the boulders in our way and those falling around us. In a
few moments, by God’s grace and mercy, we were in the clear.
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As we breathed a sigh of relief our nervousness
began to turn to laughter, first ever so timidly, then it
built into a roar. We knew what God had just gotten us
through and we were all amazed.
Originally the pastors didn’t want to travel at night
because of the danger of highwaymen. Usually they try to
block the road, steal all your money and clothes, then shoot
you and throw you into a ravine. I had insisted on moving in spite
of the rain because there is one thing I knew about such men
worldwide; thieves are the laziest people in the world. They steal
what others labor for. And if there is one thing a lazy thief won’t
do, it’s work in the rain. For me, the harder it rained, the greater
our security. I just hadn’t counted on the rockslide.
For several days we
visited
numerous
pastors. The Central
American
Church
(founded
by
C.I.
Schofield)
had
established a strong
seminary in Guatemala
City,
but
the
uneducated
Mayan
preachers could not
“keep up” with the
more
educated
Guatemalans; so they began a school for them in this town
which was literally built on the ruins of an ancient city.
After two days there we left to spend time with a group of
preachers in Lazaro’s
village. While there,
not knowing it was
illegal, the men took
me to secret ruins
where I was able to
literally
pick
up
artifacts
off
the
ground.
Potshards,
beads, fishing weights,
grinding stones, axe
heads and two special
items. One was a
death mask of the Mayan god of the underworld. It is black in
color, having been made literally of human blood and feces. The
other was a seal of a priest which showed the image of the
Mayan trinity, still the only one known to exist. One of our future
board members, and a true friend, Dr. Ron Charles, who is an
archaeologist, upon seeing it, told me that professionals like him
would search a lifetime and never find such an item and I had
just picked it up off the ground in the middle of a corn field.
Before I left they had given me hundreds of artifacts, some of
which were sent off to a university here in the States and
determined to be from 1,500 BC, the same time that Solomon
ruled Israel. Most artifacts we see are brightly colored. They
typically come from eastern Mexico or eastern Guatemala and
Honduras. This is where the Mayan civilization migrated to and
in the course of centuries they refined their skills and developed
many techniques including firing and painting. Where I was
however was where the civilization began and the pottery was
not skilled or painted. In fact, some of what I found was
Polynesian and other pieces were thought to be Olmec, which
predated the Maya.
God had called me to missions when I was eleven years old
and by doing so, had put that desire in my heart. But as a human
I had two other interests, the first was flying (my dad was a Navy
pilot) but I had to give that up to work in the bus ministry at age
fifteen after having started my flying lessons. (It was either work
to earn money to pay for my lessons or work in the ministry. The
only time I had for either was Saturday so I had to make a

choice.) The second desire was to be a archaeologist. That too
had been laid aside to study ministry rather than history. Now,
as I stood gawking at the treasure that lay before me all I could
think was, “eat your heart out Indiana Jones” but I soon
chuckled realizing that when you give up something for God,
He gives it back to you in ways you cannot imagine.
That second night in the village Marvin couldn’t sleep much.
Above his cot he had seen a scorpion in the rafters and was
afraid to sleep. I didn't have any problem though, after all, it
was above his cot, not mine. Two months later I would be stung
nine times by scorpions in Vietnam. When it happened, and
just before passing out, I remember laughing to myself at
Marvin because, being a Vietnam veteran, he had warned me
“whatever you do, don’t get stung in Vietnam, the scorpions
there are more venomous than these are. These will make you
sick but over there they’ll kill you.”
The next day we drove for hours along unnamed and
unmapped dirt roads. At the crest of one mountain we were
stopped by a band of guerillas who were coming back from
Mexico. These were Mayan men fighting for the freedom of
their people and for land rights in Chiapas, Mexico, which was
just a few miles away. They immediately surrounded the car
pointing their machine guns at us. Lazaro got out and told them
in the Mam language that we were American preachers who
had come to help their people. The guns were lowered and
their commander came to the driver’s side window to shake my
hand and give us his consent to continue. We did so, praising
God for his protection and drove on until finally, after another
four hours of driving, there was no more road. I locked the car
and we began to walk.
As we walked down the trail I asked where we were going
and our guide pointed to the top of a mountain on the other
side of a swollen river. I wondered, as we walked down a steep
hill, just how we would get across. No doubt, I thought, there is
a ferry that will take us over or at least a canoe. Soon and as I
brushed aside the foliage, there in front of me was the spawn of
my nemesis, a swinging bridge made of ropes, sticks and
rotten planks. (I HATE bridges; they terrify me.)
I have had many experiences in life that brought no fear to
me. I have been shot at, stabbed at, surrounded by guerrillas
and banditos. I have escaped highway robbers, gangs and hit
men. I have swam with sharks and dodged alligators. I once,
barefoot and in short pants hunted down a six foot long rattle
snake with nothing but a stick. I killed it, skinned it and ate it. To
sleep with snakes, scorpions or rats bring me no concern, but
there are two things that terrify me. One is the thought of
jumping out of an airplane. My dad learned to do this during
World War II. When one of his buddies asked the instructor
what to do in case his chute did not open, the reply was, “Bring
it back and we’ll give you another one.” I could never voluntarily
jump out of an airplane. The second thing that frightens me
beyond comprehension are bridges. Yes, you read it right. Now
don’t misunderstand me, the typical little highway bridge
doesn’t cause me any concern; but if it is more than say forty
yards long or thirty feet high, I become a basket case.
Why bridges? I don’t know, I suppose maybe I was
harassed by a bridge when I was a child. Who knows? All I
know is when I come to one, it is only the determination to
conquer my fears that forces me to drive over it. Immediately
my speed drops from 70 mph down to 30 mph. I grip the
steering wheel at the 10 o’clock and 2 o’clock positions and my
tunnel vision kicks in. I don’t look to the right or the left. My
pulse accelerates, I begin to sweat and barely breathe. It’s
horrible to me though entertaining to those with me.
Once I flew to New Orleans to tape an interview for a
television broadcast. I had booked a hotel room not too far
away from the studio, but did not realize that I had to cross over
a bridge to get there. As I drove along I could clearly hear it
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mocking me while still off in the distance. “Lord help me” I
prayed. This bridge was enormous and had an arch like a
rainbow. I wanted to pull off the interstate but knew that I must
go on. Before the two days were over I managed to drive over
that monument of evil a total of six times. Unfortunately I never
was able to force myself to change lanes while crossing it. That
would have required a momentary glace into my side mirrors. I
guess that was just too much to hope for. But I digress…
Now you must understand that at this time, the only Spanish
words I knew were “adios”, “buenos dias” and “taco”; so as they
huddled together at the bridge and conversed, I really had no
idea what they were saying. The pastors were not sure if the old,
decrepit bridge would still hold up to the weight of a man and
with the swollen river below us, it would be almost sure death if
the bridge broke and we fell into the torrent below. Finally the
translator informed me that they felt it best to send one man
across to test the strength of the bridge. I concurred. Then I was
told that they had volunteered me. After all, if it could hold my
weight, it could hold any two or three of them at a time. Can you
believe this, here I was trying to help them and they were about
to sacrifice me to the evil bridge god.
Being the manly man that I am, and not wanting to show my
fear, I gripped both ropes that dangled as handrails, and slowly
made my way across. The only positive thing to all this was my
delight in shaking the “handrails” as each of them made their
journey to the other side. We all enjoyed the adventure and the
camaraderie.
At the far side of the bridge there were several donkeys
waiting to carry the
Americans
up
the
mountain.
Now
understand that these
mountains
are
over
12,000 feet high. These
men are accustomed to
the air, or lack of it, but
we were not. They knew
that if we were going to
get to our destination, we
would have to ride. I was
thankful
for
their
consideration and that
this time it was the burro
who would be sacrificed
and not me.
Marvin got strapped
into his donkey and it
immediately
began
walking up the mountain
trail. Then they brought
me over to mine. What a
fine specimen of a
donkey it was. I climbed
up in my saddle and
noticed
two
things
immediately. First, the stirrups were not big enough for my feet
to fit inside of them and second, my feet were almost touching
the ground. With a burst of effort, I forced my feet into the
stirrups. No sooner had I done that then the beast began to buck
and run. I had never in my life wanted to participate in a rodeo
but there I was. He took off like lightening ramming me up
against trees and brush. The poor little pastors were running
behind us waving their hands, trying to catch up and shouting
something in Spanish and in their Mayan tongue. I have ridden
frequently in my life so I was not afraid until I realized where he
was taking me. Just ahead of us was a barbed wire fence. I
knew he was going to try to scrape me against it so I did the only
thing I could do. I lunged off the deranged beast and my head hit
the trail below, resplendent with rocks and briars and stones the
size of a fist. The next thing I felt was the hoof of the donkey
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kicking me in the head and chest. It continued as he ran,
dragging me under and behind him. Unfortunately, though I had
freed my left foot and swung it over the donkey while jumping off,
my right foot was stuck in the stirrup and I couldn’t get free.
Closer and closer we came to the barbed wire. More rocks
seemed to come from nowhere plummeting my head and more
thorns scratching me as I was dragged along; then suddenly, I
was free.
It took maybe fifteen seconds for the men to catch up to me.
They helped me up and one of them was able to secure the
donkey and pry my shoe out of the stirrup. I felt like I had just
gone three rounds with George Forman but amazingly, my
clothes were not torn, I didn’t have a single scratch or bruise or
cut. We all just stood there laughing while they found me a tamer
donkey. Sheepishly I climbed on board, grateful for a kinder,
gentler beast of burden to whisk me along on my journey.
We rode for several hours. I was beginning to have trouble
breathing when my donkey suddenly stopped. The pastors began
to swat him, then beat him to move on. He would take a few
steps and stop again. Between my legs I could feel his chest
heaving for air. I thought for sure this donkey is going to drop
dead and he and I will both go tumbling off the side of this
mountain trail. To save my own life and his, I kept trying to get
off him but the men would not let me. Finally I won out. It was
obvious that we were no more than 100 yards from our
destination so I thought, I’ll just walk the rest of the way.
I dismounted and began but after about twenty feet, I
collapsed. I thought I was just out of shape. I didn’t realize that I
was experiencing altitude
sickness. I would make
similar trips for the next
two years before I even
heard the term and began
to realize how close I had
come to death on each of
those occasions.
By the time I finally
made it the 100 yards
(which took about twenty
minutes) I was parched.
Unfortunately there had
been no rain in those
mountains for days. The
swollen river below was
obviously being fed by
some storm many miles
away. Their water barrels
were empty and the only
water they had in that little
village was in a plastic tub
used to wash clothes. It
was so thick with mud that
when I scooped some into
my water purification cup,
not a single drop of water
could filter through. I needed moisture so that night I drank mud
and was thankful for it. After the evening church service several
days later the rains reached us and we were washed by heaven’s
shower and refreshed by pure, clean water.
Before the service we had gathered into an adobe house that
had a dirt floor. The ladies had all come together to prepare a
Mayan feast for us. They had an open fire that they cooked on,
and it felt good to warm myself by it in the cold night air. They
chopped vegetables and prepared rice. There was no meat. They
showed me how they prepared a certain vegetable that was
poisonous if prepared the wrong way. We had a delicious meal
and precious fellowship, as they taught me a dozen or more
words in their language. When the meal was finished we made
our way over to the church building.
The pews were simple, hand-carved, wooden benches. There
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was no choir but there were
numerous men with homemade guitars and no one
there was timid when it
came to singing. On the
walls they had poster board
paper that had a map of their
region, hand-drawn, showing
all the villages and all the
churches they had planted.
All this without a single dollar
of funding from the United States. (this scene is actually shown
in our ministry video)
Before the service even began the rain had turned into a
torrent, yet you could see the torches of people across the
valleys making their way to our mountain top. They looked like
ants following a trail of sugar. They had walked for more than
three hours to be at the church to meet the white preacher that
had come to visit them. Most of these Mayan Indians had never
seen a foreigner. They had certainly never seen a white man.
The men dressed much as we do, but the ladies and girls all
wore their traditional costumes which have not changed in the
last three thousand years. In fact, you can tell which branch of
the Mayan culture a family is from by the design of the women’s
clothing. These people were all from a sub-branch of the Mayan
called Mam. In fact, it is believed that theirs is one of the oldest
roots of the Mayan empire. Several hours later when the
service was over, these devoted Believers lit their torches and
began their three hour journey home, traversing in the darkness
the same tiny paths I had traveled in the daylight. Only now they
were wet and slippery.
I stood outside and watched their journey home and could
not help but admire them. The only light was that of the stars
and moon and their torches. Slowly those torches would fade or
disappear as they arrived home, or circled to the other side of a
mountain. From this vantage the next morning you could see
Mexico to the north, only two mountain peaks away and the
Pacific Ocean to the west was hidden by only three or four
mountain peaks.
After some time, Lazaro came outside to escort Marvin and
me to a house nearby where we would sleep. As we entered, we
noticed that there were no frills in this house. In fact, it gave
new meaning to the term spartan. There was a prevalent aroma
of smoke because none of these houses had a kitchen. Their
stove was merely what we would call a camp fire in the corner of
the entry room. Off to the side of that was the bedroom shared
by the entire family. The bathroom, was of course, outside.
Marvin took his bed and I took mine. Now understand that I
am six feet tall and the bed they gave me was about four feet in
length. The Mayans are not large people, they never have been.
I slept that night in a position that resembled the curved base of
a rocking chair. My calves rested on top of the footboard and my
shoulders on top of the headboard. They covered me with a
heavy woolen blanket. I would guess it was at least fifty years

old and frayed. On top of that, I don’t think it had ever been
washed. They had no means to wash it.
Laying in bed I could see outside the window that was above
me. I had kept it open to disseminate the smoky smell because I
was beginning to choke but during the night I had to shut it
because of the cold. The sky was as black as any I have seen
anywhere in the world. Stars were shimmering in the sky but by
now the moon was nowhere to be seen and I could not see my
hand, even holding it in front of my nose. I admit that it was an
uncomfortable night physically, but spiritually I was ecstatic.
What an adventure.
The next morning we woke to a breakfast of tortillas and hot
chocolate. The Mayans actually invented the cultivation of the
coco bean. It plays an important role in the myths and legends
of their culture. Thus they were the first to invent hot chocolate.
Of course, theirs has no sugar in it and no marshmellows.
The journey down the mountain took only about forty
minutes. One by one we each crossed back over the bridge as it
began to rain. I decide to run ahead of the group to where we
had left our car so that I could get it back on firmer ground
before the road became impassable. As I drove the car up to
them and got out so they could climb in behind the driver’s seat,
suddenly the ground began to shake. It was an earthquake, not
the rolling type but the rough, shaking type. It lasted for just a
few seconds and when we glanced back at the bridge and at the
trail we had just descended, the trail was being covered in a
landslide that ultimately plunged into the river below and planks
were falling off the bridge. Had we been just five minutes later,
we would have been buried in the slide or thrown into the raging
river. God was with us. He always is.
What I have just described to you was but one of the two
weeks I was there. Before leaving Guatemala I had the privilege
of meeting a number of hard working preachers, seeing their
works, learning bits of their language and culture, and even
exploring some of their temples and cities that have been lost to
time. Since that time we have had the joy of supporting a
number of these men and are always thrilled to get their reports
and learn of their progress in the ministry.
They are among the most devoted preachers I have ever
served. They are tireless in their efforts to reach the Mayans
with the gospel. Guatemalans are known to look down on the
Mayans as many in our country once did upon the black
Americans, arrogantly assuming they were sub human because
they were different from us. They consider them quaint, but wild
and uneducated. Mayans on the other hand do not trust the
Guatemalans. They consider them to be the descendants of the
conquistadors who pillaged, raped, murdered and cannibalized
their ancestors. Simply put, the best preachers to reach the
Mayan people are Mayan preachers.
There is much more to tell. More adventures and discoveries;
more stories of churches planted and souls saved; but I have
run out of space. But imagine, after all they have accomplished,
what more they could do with just a little help! Other men have
been raised up as church planters who also need funding if they
are to do their best. If you are willing to help one or more of
these men with support of $50 monthly, please contact us. We
cannot stop until all the Mayans know Jesus and we cannot do
this without your help.
As of June 2016 we now support
40 Mayan preachers. Collectively they have ...



started 4,923 churches or preaching stations.



They have evangelized 8,668 villages,



won 13,573 souls to Christ



and baptized 9,842 of these converts.
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In some countries it is not as easy to win souls or spread the
Gospel as others are known to be. When you are called of God
to reach the people of such lands you have two choices; you can
make excuses for the lack of results, or you can innovate and
find other methods to produce results.
Oleg and Lori Enskaya are a great example of enthusiastic
innovators who are motivated by love. And those of you who
visit our Touch A Life Facebook page are often thrilled by the
posts they submit. In fact, theirs are some of the most “shared”
posts that we have.
Recently though, Pastor Oleg determined to do more for the
kids at his TAL center than just to feed them and teach them. He
set out to organize them into a soccer team and use athletics to
promote our ministry inside Ukraine. (You can see in the top photo that they are all wearing Touch A Life uniforms.) This is not
only a time of fun and exercise but also a wonderful way to have
a chance to preach to the children and parents at half time. And
in a land where what we believe and teach is considered to be a
“cult”; it provides what could be a once in a lifetime opportunity to
evangelize those whom they yearn to see come to Christ.
Also in May, they took a group of kids to an annual medieval
fair at a nearby castle. (What? You don’t have a castle nearby?)
The children thrilled to see the sword play and the dancing ladies
in their costumes. And for quite some time now, they not only
tutor their children in subjects they need help with, but Lori teaches them English as well so they can get ahead in life. Their zeal
to advertise what they do even prompted them to have Touch A
Life magnetic signs put on their van so wherever they go, people
learn about our ministry. They have also legally incorporated us
in Ukraine just as we are in Honduras and Ghana.
During Christmas season they have the children produce a
Christmas play that they conduct in community centers and local
schools. Many have come to Christ and most of the schools have
asked if we can open a Touch A Life center on their campus. All
we truly need is more personnel and funds to do so. Oleg and
Lori have several pastor friends that have asked if they can open
a TAL center in their church to help reach their community also.
I know when you see pictures of Caucasians in western clothing, the last thing you think of is poverty. That is because we
have come to believe poverty only touches people who are not
like us. But we are wrong. Poverty is an indicator of both political,
educational and spiritual deficits. For decades Ukraine was controlled by the Soviet Union and even today, they have once again
invaded and taken over the Crimea while the rest of Europe and
the USA stand by and allow it.
This invasion has displaced thousands and caused many
deaths and starvation. Oleg and Lori, with their love for Christ
and desire to win their country to the Lord; tirelessly look for effective ways to evangelize. We are proud to have them on our
team. Would you like to go over and help them for a few months?
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CHILD IN NEED OF SPONSORSHIP
Each child receives only one sponsor and writes to that sponsor every other month. Detailed information regarding
sponsorship can be found on page 23. You can see all the children we have available on our website at www.touchalife.world

Madhuri’s mother Sujatha grew up near the temple of Yellamma. She was
not encouraged to go to school.
As soon as she attained puberty she was dedicated as a temple prostitute.
She willingly volunteered without any resistance but to her surprise, after just
two years her service in the temple ended when she suddenly fell ill and gradually began losing her charm. Her beauty faded and she no longer attracted customers to give money to her goddess in exchange for her body. The temple
priest could not pay for her treatment nor recommend her to a good hospital, but
washed off his hands by leaving her to fend for herself. She did not know what to
do so she wanted to go back to her mother’s house, but was not allowed to
leave the temple, nor was her mother willing to receive her; rather she was persuaded to continue to serve the goddess Yellamma through another fashion.

As the days went by her health did not permit her to continue in prostitution,
she developed bleeding and was admitted into a government hospital, where
she was being treated. She realized that she was unwanted by her family, her
village, her priest and now her goddess.

Only one sponsor needed at
$35 monthly.

INDIA
Name: Madhuri Adimani
ID No. 4273
Status: Destitute
Born:

June 22, 2005

Home: Hubli, Karnataka State
Pastor: Solomon Bijja

Can you help?

As usual, a Final Frontiers supported Pastor went on hospital visitation and
was praying for one of his church members. While he was sharing from the Bible, Madhuri’s mother who noticed the pastor, jumped out of her bed and rushed
to the bed where our pastor was praying. She sat on the floor listening while he
preached and begged the pastor to lay his hand on her and pray for her healing.
The pastor shared the gospel with her and prayed for her and after ten days
she was discharged from the hospital and went straight to the pastor’s house
and begged him to share more about the Lord Jesus. He invited her to attend
Sunday service which she did and there she came to know Jesus Christ as her
personal savior. From then on she dedicated her life to Jesus and gave up her
prostitution and now she is eagerly praying for her daughter to be sent to school
through our TAL program. Had the mother not come to Christ, Madhuri would
likely already be used as a temple prostitute. What a difference Christ makes!
Madhuri has two siblings. All of them were conceived as a result of their
mother's service as a temple prostitute. Her mother now earns about $5 weekly
doing menial work for others. They live in a one room hut with no kitchen or
bathroom, and no running water or electricity. They know Jesus and have the
fellowship of the church, where many of the members come from the same
background they do. So many of these former temple prostitutes have come to
Christ that we have several churches filled with them. Now we are asking that
you find a sponsor for this girl to help her as she grows to be a young lady who
serves the Lord Jesus.

We have children needing support on our website. WWW.TAL.WORLD
Can you please help with sponsorship or even a one time offering for our Daily
Bread program? Doing so will enable us to at least feed hungry children once a
day? $10 can feed up to 10 children for a month.
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The Daily Bread Program provides food in bulk to feed hungry
children and families who are not yet sponsored through our
Touch A Life program. See page 23.

It now takes as little as 13¢ a day to feed a hungry child through Daily Bread

By Joshua Martyn
Final Frontiers Missionary and Filmmaker

In the month of March I was privileged to travel to Africa. The
goal was to spend time with as many national pastors as possible, trying to capture video footage of them in action, so we can
raise awareness of our brothers prayer and financial needs.
Of course, I could write an entire book just on the needs I saw
while visiting there. However, there were two areas, one in Ethiopia and another in Kenya, where the daily state of the children
leaped out and screamed to be noticed. Our Daily Bread program, which helps to purchase the daily nutritional needs for
starving children around the world (while Touch A Life seeks to
pair them each with an individual sponsor) could be greatly put to
use in these two places.
First, I’d like to share with you about a village
called Bamba in Ethiopia. South of the capital city
of Addis Ababa, we drove on muddy roads far out
into the surrounding green mountains, then traveled on foot upward through villages and farmland
that left our shoes caked in mud, while countless
flies swarmed around us. With the national pastor
Anne Tebeno guiding us, we discovered two areas
where people were literally, that same day, asking
him to come back and start a church among them.
What needs to be told is the poverty level there.
Many of these villages do not have access to good
water. Up in the hills I talked to a young girl who
was literally drawing up brown water from a mud
puddle and pouring it into her carrying container as
she spoke with me. You can see the children, especially the girls, carrying water containers all over
the countryside for their families to use for drinking
and cooking each day. I saw hundreds of children
scattered here and there, just by walking through
this territory.
Another nearby village we entered, named
Banada, was generously waiting for us with bottled
water, even though they did not have a well and
their crops were failing. They had been displaced
by the Government and nothing was working well
for them on their new land.
I will quote from the journal I kept while in their country: "It
was truly heart warming and heart wrenching at the same time to
come walking into that village and see all those incredibly poor
men, and women, and children standing there waiting for us.
Those kids, with flies buzzing around and clinging to their eyes,
quietly holding up signs to say 'welcome.' It makes me hurt for
them, and I cannot help but shake my head. They held them up
for us the entire time, even when everyone sat down. And though
they are not getting good water at all, we were brought several
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big bottles of mineral water gotten in town."
You can never forget seeing child after child whose eyes,
nose, and mouth are clogged and swarming with flies. A Daily
Bread program to help feed and give pure water in the name of
Christ to these children would be a huge and priceless blessing in
this area.
I also saw many needs in Kenya, even an elderly Maasai pastor and his wife who were raising an abandoned baby on camel
milk to rescue it from a village whose elders had planned on killing
it. Further down and closer to the edge of Lake Victoria, near the
town of Kisumu, is the second place I want to specifically tell
about. There is a village there called Kandaria where Pastor Tom
Okeyo lives among some 100 other families. Each home has five
or more children to feed. Some have been able to start planting a
few crops and raising chickens and rabbits, and maybe a cow if
they can afford it. But one particular family, who was the poorest
on the mountain side, really stuck out from the rest. We went to
visit them three times to get video and pictures to
show how they lived.
Originally no one knew their condition until they
started hearing the children crying at night from hunger. Come to find out, there are 15 children living
there with their hard working parents named Solomon and Rose, who are hard pressed to do anything
more than find food each day. Thus they are only
getting little cups of porridge twice a day--once early
in the morning, and then again late at night.
During the day I was able to visit their home and
see the two goats they are using for milk for the porridge. One of their daughters told me how her dream
was to be able to go to school so she could be educated and grow up to find a way to help her brothers
and sisters.
Another time at night, I returned to be with them in
the crowded main room of their house, where we all
crammed in and they drank their hot steaming porridge in the orange glow of the lantern light.
It was sobering to say the least. How do you go
home and eat even a half way decent meal and not
feel the hunger pangs from that tiny little home on the
mountain side? Yes the old cliché is still stated so
often today that we forget the reality of it: that 'kids
are starving in Africa; but for those of us who see it
first hand and come back to tell the stories, it is no
longer a cliché. The need for starting ministries in
Africa to help feed pastor’s children and village children is an undeniable necessity in so many places.
Pastor Okeyo longs for the day when he can open his late father’s home as a feeding center for these needy children. He says
that over 500 children would flock to the place on the first day. So
many are living every day hungry, with the lack of real, necessary
nutrition; and tonight they will lay down in hunger and awake in
the same - while we who live in the rich areas of the earth have
never heard their names.

Final Frontiers Foundation

II TIMOTHY 2:2

ACTS 2:8

PASTOR’S SEMINARS

AUDIO BIBLES

The things that thou hast heard
of me … commit thou to
faithful men, who shall ...
teach others also.

EVERY MAN HEARD THEM SPEAK
IN HIS OWN LANGUAGE. AND THEY

Part of the ongoing service we try to give for the preachers
we support is to provide them with seminars, conferences and
study books. These are great and hard working men but many
are under-educated and lack any formal training.
Two years ago we increased the requested level for support
of a preacher from $35 to $50 monthly. Many did not notice the
request but from the 9% who did and followed up with the increase, we were able to host several such conferences; paying
for their books, food, lodging and education.
In April we held a conference in Kenya and two in Honduras. We also provided the curriculum for other groups in Uganda and Ethiopia. Just last week we received a request from one
of our groups of preachers in India that has over 100 preachers
in it and hundreds of Timothys. They too are asking for discipleship curriculum that they can use in more than a thousand
churches.
In the picture above Tim Posey is teaching church planting
techniques to a group of nearly twenty men whom we support
in northern Honduras; after having conducted another conference at our main campus in southern Honduras a few days
before.
We ask those of you who sponsor a preacher to consider
raising his support to $50 monthly if you can. That extra funding will give us the money to provide study books and pay for
the conference expenses so your preacher can learn how to do
an even better job than he is already doing.
It is encouraging to see the excitement on their faces as
they learn new methods of preaching, evangelizing and study
and see their personal library of study books grow. Many of
these men have no other study material than what we provide.
Your offering will be such a help, not only for your preacher
but for dozens of others, all around the world.

The Timothy Project — Honduras

WERE ALL AMAZED AND
MARVELED.

Just this past March I was given the privilege of traveling into
the country of Ethiopia, Africa. Even in the capital city of Addis
Ababa the poverty can still be seen, intertwined with the busy city
life, seemingly around every corner. Some areas are far more difficult to minister in around the
country because of the fact
that nearly half the population
is of the Islamic faith. However, I met several very good
men in this area, who are
working to spread the Gospel
and start new churches. The
need is immense. You can
look across the mountains
and just imagine what could
be done with a thousand
more preachers just like them.
One such pastor is Teshale Ayele, a faithful man who is still
working hard despite his lack of any outside financial support. The
city where he serves is called Alemgena.
One afternoon we passed through the streets of this city, where
a host of new buildings were being constructed with hundreds of
eucalyptus poles holding up each level. We came to a dirt alley
that led up into a poor neighborhood full of stick and mud plastered
homes with tin roofs. A few poor children waved at us with curious
smiles when they saw us coming near.
Not far ahead through a little gate, was a one room tin house
with a simple mat on the floor for a bed and a curtain drawn to separate it from the kitchen area. It was a church members home they
had offered to the pastor for meetings to be held that afternoon.
After traditional greetings of shaking hands and tapping shoulder to shoulder, we entered the tiny room where chairs were lining
the walls around the little pot of coals made for their cooking. As is
their custom, little cups of coffee on saucers and bread made from
the staple of Teff, were shared all around as they listened--not to a
sermon at that particular time--but first to the Word of God being
spoken to them in their own tribal language from a "Proclaimer."
There it sat on a little stool, right in the midst of that crowded room;
it was beautiful to watch them listening and soaking up the Words
of God in their own tribal language of Oromiffa. They had, as of
that day, listened from the book of Mathew to the book of Hebrews.
Prayer requests were shared by all and then Teshale stood and
prayed for them before they sang a song with many Hallelujahs in
it, and then he went on into the preaching.
The national language of Amharic is spoken by many but
Oromiffa is used among many of the poorer class. What a blessing
it was to know that because of someone's generous donation, this
small church was hearing the Words of God, verse by verse, all the
way through the New Testament, listening together - and in their
own tongue. Even those who cannot read, can hear!

A. M. T.

Advancing Missions through Technology
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God’s Word ...




for all people
in all lands
by all means

By Abo Yosep Rhema (alias)

On March 16 a video was released by the Middle East Media
Research Institute TV Monitor, allegedly showing Bibles and other
Christian literature being burned by ISIS in Northern Iraq.
Sometimes such actions are deliberate and staged for public
purposes and at other times, it is the result of a militia or even a
family discovering the hidden Scripture of a loved one. Not only is
the copy of God’s Word destroyed, but the life of the Believer is
also taken.
We have seen sons killed by their fathers and fathers killed by
their sons. We have buried daughters killed by their brothers and
like David and his men, rescued the discarded and displayed bodies of God’s servants, depriving both the enemy of his mockery
and the dogs of their feasts.
Then there are times when valiant disciples lose their lives
seemingly without purpose, seemingly by accident. May 23 was
such a day. On this day, many hours before it was announced by
the international press, we were informed of seven explosions in
Syria. Two of these hit too close to home. The first engulfed a bus
station killing 50 travelers. As people gathered to assist the ambulance workers and first-responders, mixed among them was another suicidal murderer who, after arriving at the hospital detonated himself, killing another 73 people.
Among the dead was eight of our men and two young ladies.
Sadly, these were two of the many young ladies and men that you
helped to free from captivity this past January. Among the missing
was a beloved friend and one of our preachers, both of whom
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were found injured but alive over the next twelve hours.
What had brought them together?
They had come there from many locations, traveling one by
one, often changing busses, taking taxis, hitching rides and
changing their appearances, in order to meet clandestinely and
plan our next smuggling venture. They had met to determine
how many Bibles to take, where to take them, what route to use,
how to pack them so as to go unnoticed, who would collect
them, who would run interference, which vehicles would be
used, where they were each to go if they were discovered and
able to escape, then a plan B and a plan C, etc.
With their venture fully planned and now, not wanting to draw
attention to their unauthorized assembly, they spent several
hours, slowly and one by one exiting their safe house. They
entered the bus station, each separate, not even making eye
contact, waiting for their respective buses to depart. Then suddenly a blast occurred and they found themselves instantly with
our Lord and their family and friends who have gone before
them.
The plans will now be altered and others will step up to take
their place until they too, find themselves with the Lord. We ask
that you pray for them and fund us to purchase and deliver
God’s Word. Some will give their lives in the planning, some in
the delivery and some in the receiving, but God’s Word will never fail. Even if we fail to provide it for them.
Get added to our Email Alerts list. Register at: letters@finalfrontiers.org
Help us print and smuggle more Bibles into the Middle East for $6 each.
See page 23 for more information.

Final Frontiers Foundation

We have received or purchased hundreds of Proclaimer
units from the ministry Faith Comes By Hearing. The uniqueness
of their model is that the Bible or New Testament is not just
heard in the tongue of the people, but it has musical background
and a multitude of “actor’s” voices. When Jesus casts the demons out of the maniac of Gadara, you can hear the pigs squealing as they run into the Sea. When Jesus speaks to the woman
at the well, you actually hear a woman's voice in response. For
those of us who have access to God’s Word it is incredible but to
those who have never before heard it, it is absolutely amazing,
tearing down walls of separation between the messenger, his
message and the listeners.
The first group we gifted these to is located in the State of
Karnataka in western India. Every quarter their director, Solomon
Bijja, sends us a spreadsheet giving the name of the preacher
with the unit, his Final Frontiers ID number and the statistics on
what he accomplished using this ministry tool. The list is far too
long to publish here so let me just give you the sum, his accompanying letter and some photos. Keep in mind, these are not life
-time results. This was what
was accomplished by just one
group of preachers and Timothys from January to March,
2016.
We found a people group
called Kurbur, who have never heard the gospel because
no Christian or a church exists in their village. Several
attempts to reach this group
did not materialize due to
their false assumption that
Jesus Christ can never be
their God, because He belongs to the westerners.
But a day came when
one of our preachers as usual
went to meet them, this time
with a Proclaimer. He pacified
their concerns saying “I have
not come to preach about a
religion but to show you the
way to eternal life.” Then he asked few of their members to
assemble under a tree, which they did. When he played the
proclaimer, the young people and women could not believe that
they could hear a life changing message coming out of a box.
John 3:16 especially attracted their attention, and later they
asked our preacher several questions in regard to the love of
God. When our preacher revealed through the scriptures about
how our Lord Jesus Christ, came down to this earth to save us,
a few people promptly accepted Jesus as their Lord and God.
This opened the door for several follow up visits to the same
group. Eventually over 43 families accepted Jesus Christ as
their Lord and Savior.
Please continue to pray that the church ministry among
them will continue and spread to other villages.

Our results for the first quarter of 2016





Villages Evangelized
Churches Started
Saved
Baptized

282
134 (48% of those villages)
2,292
798 (35% of the new converts)

Having seen what they accomplished in just three months, maybe you'll consider a gift of $165 so
we can give a Proclaimer to
another preacher somewhere
around the world.
By the way, the Kurbur Tribe
does not appear on any people
group list available to us. They
may well be a previously unknown
tribe. If so it wouldn't be the first
time we have found such a tribe.

Help us
Grow

“LIKE us”
and learn more
about us.

As of June 31
Touch A Life has
1,084 Likes
Final Frontiers has
5,264 Likes

Touch a Life

&

Final Frontiers
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30+ new videos for you
we are now producing short films as fast as we can to
improve your knowledge of the world.
Earlier this year we sent Joshua Martyn to
ple in it, the more inclined you will be to get
Guatemala to film our preachers there. We are
involved. And since we are going to these
now using this footage to produce new videos on
places anyway, it costs us no more to carry a
missions for churches to use and for your family to
camera along; besides, we have two donors
enjoy.
that have totally funded all the video projects
we have produced in the past two years and
Last year Joshua traveled with Jon Nelms to
for the rest of this year.
Honduras. In April of this year Joshua traveled for
us to Africa and visited our preachers in Kenya,
Don’t think we are wasting money. Our
Uganda and Ethiopia. The Kenya conference alone had over
200 of our preachers in attendNow required
ance. Joshua has made a short
video of this conference that
reading by
you can see online at https://
some mission
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lk8YR3LYhI
agencies and
If you support a preacher in
schools.
Kenya, be sure to watch it. If
you don't see your preacher you
will at least see and meet the
Available
group of preachers he works
with and the area he works in.
in print and
Daniel Nelms and Joshua
have begun producing an ongoin all
ing series that we are calling
“D
” and you won’t
e‐book
want to miss a single episode.
Formats
They will be online for you to
watch any time and new epiNow available in
sodes will be added as they are
produced.
Spanish
As we travel from country to
country, we will come back and
Learn more about our ministry,
produce a D
for each
country or even each group in a
methods and philosophy of missions:
country. This will be an in-depth
report made especially for our
TheGreatOmission.com
supporters of what we saw,
what we did, the growth of the
ministry, the needs of the
preachers, etc. It will allow you
contact list is growing and new donors are
to be introduced to the men and groups we work
being acquired because people like you can
with and meet other groups that are currently unnow see the world instead of just hearing
der consideration for support. You’ll be able to
about it. I just wish I could have been doing
learn how we find them, how we qualify them and
this when we started 30 years ago!
why we feel they are worthy of your support.
You should be aware also that every
Be watching our YouTube channel and FaceThursday we release a new B
epibook notifications because as you read this, Joshsode of a national preacher so you can get to
ua is in India for six weeks, visiting all the groups
know better, the type of men we support.
we work with there, filming non-stop and doing
These include the testimony given to us at the
interviews. When he returns we’ll be able to protime of his application for support and an upduce videos on tribal groups, teach you their cusdate on what he has accomplished through
toms and show you the methods of reaching them
the support you have given him. In the past
with the Gospel. Then God willing, we will all be
week we have produced enough of these to
heading out to Thailand, Cambodia, Laos and
take us to the end of the year.
Myanmar during November and December.
Now that Joshua Martyn is traveling worldBy the way, would you like a tour of William
wide and filming for us, we are able to began
Carey’s church, his two houses and his office? Be
enhancing many of these biographies by addwatching. It will all be online for you to see.
ing video of the preachers, their family and
churches. Now you can hear their voice, meet
By the time we finish - with all you'll learn you
their wife, enter their homes, even hear the
should be able to get a degree in missions! And
roosters crowing. Take a look and be amazed.
why are we doing all this? Because in my opinion,
the more you know about the world and the peo-
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VISIONARY
TRIPS

July:
Honduras Visionary
Trips
August:
Honduras Visionary
Trips
October:
Mexico
November:
Myanmar
Thailand
Laos
December:
Cambodia
Thailand
Myanmar
January:
India
February:
Pakistan

CHURCH
MEETINGS

July:
Cincinnati, OH
Louisville, KY
Chilicothie, OH
Lake Zurich, IL
Asheboro, NC
Raleigh, NC
Lake Charles, LA
August:
Augusta, ME
September:
Plattsmouth, NE
Uniontown, PA
Orlando, FL
Birmingham, AL
Raleigh, NC
New Orleans. LA
Washington, GA
October:
Rosemont, MN
Savannah, GA
Vonore, TN
November:
San Antonio, TX
Lafeyette, LA
To schedule a
Final Frontiers,
Smugglers or Touch A
Life speaker for your
church, call
800-522-4324.
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 Check here if this is a new address or phone number.

Phone: (home) __________________

Enclosed is my donation of: $______________

City: ______________________ State: ______ Zip: ____________
(cell) ___________________

to be applied to: _______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please contact me regarding: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Please send me information on your auto-debit program

MOVING BEYOND INTEREST TO

NATIONAL PREACHER You can go to our website to choose a preacher or
simply call our office and ask us to help you find a preacher from our most needy
list. Sponsorship is $50.00 monthly, and since we get most preachers two
sponsors, you have the option of providing double sponsorship ($100.00 monthly)
if you prefer. The standard $50 sponsorship includes $10 support of our ministry
and $10 for the preacher’s ongoing education and accountability overseas. This
gives our foundation funds to operate with as well as providing for immediate
emergency needs overseas. Typically up to half of this amount is used overseas.
You will receive personal correspondence from your preacher at least three
times annually. Each preacher recommended for support has successfully
passed through at least three levels of examination and has been proven to be
doctrinally sound, morally pure and have a verifiable track record in church
planting and training other men who are serving in the ministry.

INVOLVEMENT ...
Laying Up Eternal Rewards
When You’re Already in Heaven
Planned Gifts - such as a bequest in your will or a
charitable trust, a stock donation or a designation
in your life insurance - is a way you can help us
continue to promote your desire to evangelize this
world, even when you have passed on to the next and its easy to do.
For help, contact your personal
estate planner or let us refer you to one.

TEAM Sponsorship is requested in increments of at least $10.00 monthly.
TEAM stands for Together Effectively Advancing the Ministry. Supported
Final Frontiers Foundation, Inc.
preachers function in groups for accountability purposes but they often
1200 Peachtree St. - Louisville, GA 30434
collectively lack ministry tools that can be useful. The purpose of the TEAM
(800) 522-4324 — Tax ID Number: 58-1721535
funding is to provide each group with money to be used for such things as
printing literature, buying bicycles for the traveling evangelists, emergency relief,
and funding preachers who do not yet have a sponsor. Each trimester as the
funds are mailed abroad, the national coordinator for each nation is asked to fill out a TEAM Report Form which we will copy and send to you. This will
give you a first hand report of how your funds were effectively used to advance the ministry in that land. This program allows those who cannot afford
full sponsorship to still have a part in supporting national preachers.
TIMOTHY PROJECT $10 monthly helps to provide scholarship funds for national Bible colleges, training young men, not yet ordained or graduated,
who already meet our core requirements for sponsorship such as having experience as a church planter and being a discipler of others in the ministry.
Once ordained, they will move into the ranks of veteran preachers and qualify for full sponsorship.
TOUCH A LIFE gives assistance to an orphaned, abandoned or destitute child. The $35.00 monthly sponsorship provides for food, clothing, basic
medical care, and educational assistance. All orphanages, home placement programs and feeding centers assisted by Final Frontiers are administered
by pastors who are supported through this foundation and are operated as a ministry of a local church. Bi-monthly correspondence is required from the
children. Funding distribution for the child is identical to that of the preachers (see the first paragraph) giving us extra funds to help unsponsored children. You can go online to select a child or call and ask for our help. Visit www.TAL.world for more information or call 800-522-4324.
DAILY BREAD is a similar program but does not have a specific sponsor/child designation, rather it is food bought in bulk to feed unspecified unsponsored children who are awaiting sponsorship. These centers also operate out of a local church. The goal of this program is to allow us to feed unsponsored children immediately while we seek full sponsorships for them, thus eventually a Daily Bread Center becomes a Touch A Life center.
SMUGGLERS funding in any amount is used to purchase and distribute Bibles. Many national pastors and Believers do not own a copy of God’s
Word. Smugglers helps to provide God’s Word to those who desire it in free countries and in closed counties such as Islamic nations.
BAGS OF HOPE is our food distribution program feeding widows, orphans and persecuted families living primarily in the Islamic Middle East. Support
for this program is $20 monthly and provides food, clean water, medicine and vitamins for a family of four.
PROCLAIMERS is an enhanced “dramatized audio Bible” in native tongues. The unique packaging allows it to be heard by several hundred people at
a time. This tool is used in villages where no Bible is present, primarily to start or strengthen new churches. PROCLAIMERs cost $165.00 per unit.
Their great strength is that they present the Gospel in many languages where it does not exist in printed form.
THE POWER PACK contains everything needed for one man to show a Gospel film in a village with no electricity without the need of a generator or four wheel drive vehicle. It comes in two forms. The Power Pack Plus includes camping gear. The pricing and details can be seen at
www.ThePowerPack.org
OTHER Any offering given for our HOME OFFICE NEEDS or for the support of one of our MISSIONARY REPRESENTATIVES, whether monthly or
a one time gift, will be applied 100% as designated.
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moved lately? please give us your new address...
e-mail: webmaster@finalfrontiers.org or call: 1—800—522—4324
REGISTER TO RECEIVE PUBLICATIONS AND/OR NEWS ALERTS ONLINE AT: WWW.FINALFRONTIERS.ORG
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reports received in the last
three months indicate
there have been ...
1,383
3,203
55,488
15,595

Churches Started
Villages Evangelized
Professions of Faith
Believers Baptized

totals since our beginning in
December 1986 indicate
there have been ...
52,376
165,528
1,926,221
680,400

Churches Started
Villages Evangelized
Professions of Faith
Believers Baptized

a current total of all
statistics indicate there are
currently ...
968
161
770
490

Preachers supported
Timothys supported
Touch A Life Kids
Daily Bread Kids

Around the World
little known facts about … The percentage of the world’s desperately poor

